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ITHACA COLLEGE 
~l~~RJY Jon Cfioate Penodicc .. s 
Studl nl Congn•,.., r..fusNI last 
Tu('~day night to car.,, 1 th(' 
Senior ('la:-.~ huffl't schl•d1111, · i·or 
Thur,da\' Fdiruary 10 al ,nt· 
fourt. 
photos by Robert Nelson LOU CATALDO 
Congn•s-. ,1,·11011 canw 011 a 
propo~al h_, ! h• ;-;, udent Body 
Ext'l'UI ive Boa, .i "hil·h ('all, d for 
ean('t•llation or Llw di1.ner dut· to 
allq~ecl diseriminator., pract ic!', 
or Nitc fourt and n .... owner Lou 
Catald_o. ThP proposal. dl'ft•all·d 
h_v a nearl.,· :J-1 margin. called t lw 
Student Al'livilil's Hoard's \in 
conjuetion with thl· ~l'nior ('lassl 
sch!•<luling of tlw hu1fct at :\itt• 
(.'ourt "insulting'" lo tho"!' 
~tuiienl~ who had prl'viousl.v 
exprPsscd a dPsire that student 
funds-he spt•nt. PlsewhPrl·." 
The Executive floard's motion 
is hasecl upon controvPrsy which 
cout. 1111 pag,, 2 
''No, WeA-reNOt Closing!'' 
~y Preston Stewart they are low on the p~i~rity list. now and even after we return to 
Ithaca College ranks rather high normal conditions. The I.C. 
.. "No, :we are ~ot closing!" on this priority list. 'J'.herelore _ idmil!.istr~ti_ol). has. t:>een passmg. 
-,· TJiost,Hl1'.'!"~~~-woids-Up-adm~' .. I;°C., was asked ·to· make· a-- Z(). - ~rQu~d!mem~; ~~h_-i~sti;~~~ns 
~~tion: offreialS .have be~ ~ng percent cutback on fuel use. thus . on ho~· to conserve. energy. 
- -a.n·----wee~. _ -Rumors -have -be~n lowering tempertures in I.C. Accordmg to Gus Per1alas, head 
'fl:v~R' around ,alJ week abo~tJhe buildings down to 65 degrees and . of the Ithaca Energy Task Fol'Cf:, 
possibl~-~losing of the college to 68 degrees in residence halls. students and faculty have been 
. The situation we're in has to get - All Ithaca homes and commercial complying well wjth the recom-
:a lot worse h~ore the school buildings were also asked to mendatio,ns. An investagator 
.closes. According Jo the weath- lower thermostats to ·65 until from N'... SEG looked over the 
-erman and Itliac~l"s natural ·gas - ;ome sort of recovery can be I.C. camp\ls and sa_id he was 
supplier, New York.State .Elec- made. .. . pleased with the way the college 
tric an~ Gas, (NYSEG) condi- We are now in the recovery and its students were cons~rving 
--tions-are· becoming 111ore favor- stage but the weather still is the energy. 
;able for the Ithaca area. _ - deciding factor. - -This has been E_very degree is precious. For 
The Ithaca area first. ran the·coldest January on record in every degree that the therm~-
into serious ·problems when an Ithaca with an average temp~r- st,at is lowered you save 3 
:Artie cold front moved in late ture of 1-2.97 degrees. According pe·rcent in total fuel µse. When 
last Friday a{tfl:1"noon bringing _ to the Center for weather the temperature outside. goes up 
tempertures.~ low. as -5-degrees ·· Atmospnt'!ric, Studies at" Cornell, one degree the company saves 
and wind chHls- hitting -45 it sseems 'February . will· be just 2,300 cubic feet of gas a day. ' 
_ degrees. · Though· the· st-orm hit as cold or at least below normal. Since most residences have 
the gas supply· rather_ bard -we The.Center doesn't. expect temp- lowered their thermostats and 
:haven't be.en forced · into ·an ertures to go above -freezing. are conserving, NYSEG is start-
•emergency situation. Yet NYSEG expects things to ing to gain· some hr.ea thing room. 
· Certain cutbacks were made ·return to normal Sunday at It will be a while before 
-liy N:YSEG either requiring a midnight. Only if we get another things ·are completely back fo 
; shutdown or asking to ~ave string of extremely cold·days will normal, however, as there_are 
"thermostats lowered. Some we be.' in a pre-emergency · still a ·few problems. NYSEG's 
_ factories and firms have been situation again: · gas supplier. Consolidated Gas of 
.. closed down· by NYSEG: since Conservation is the key,' West Virginia, has cut back 7.8 
percent of. their supply to -
NYSEG. This means that in a 
colder year NYSEG has. less gas 
to, heat (:Older homes. 
Reportedly ;NYSEG has 
started to or is -about to--dip into 
its summer gas allocations al-
ready. Manufacturing firms 
have been reduced to the essen-
tials (enough...so the pipes won't 
freezef:- There have already 
been some temporary lay-offs. 
Many companies and buildings· 
hve switched from gas heat to oil 
heating causing a 50 percent 
increase in their loss. Just about 
every business is losing money 
due to shorter hours or not being 
open at all. --
Even with all the· sacrifices 
different firms and -commercial 
buildings have made-, it is still up 
to the residences to pull through. 
NYSEG serves 126,400 custom-
ers of which 97,100 are residen-
~ial. Another 13,300 use gas for 
heating water or cooking. Half of 
the gas used in 1975 was used hy 
residential customers, while only 
a quarter was used hy industry 
and the other quarter hy miscel-
laneou•: use-rs. I 
The · residences are doing 
their job and the weather seems 
to he working with us at this 
point. _ At the p_resent time 
Ithaca will· plan on the"normal 
academic calendar. If a crisis 
does develop the President of the 
college plans to take all means 
necessary to keep the school 
open. If it must close then the 
time we are out will become our 
Spring vacation. It is very 
unlikely that if classes _and 
academic buildings close, dorms· 
will stay open. Either enough 
energy wouldn't be saved or it 
would he too cold to live in the 
dorms. The only way the school 
would close is from an order from 
th~ president of the United 
States, the governor of N. Y., or 
NYSEG. President Whalen 
would only close the school if he 
and cabinet decided I.hat it would 
b(, in th(• hest interest of tht> , 
Ithaca community. But closing 
of the school would come only.in 
an l'Xtreme emerg-ency, and it 
just·rloesn't look like that\ going., 
to happen. · 
Frat Considers -.;Whalen CallsFor·Action 
· Q.!(~C0:mpus Move By Tracy Schroth . President Whalen is in the arv IS. (Stud1·11~ (;OV(·rnm(•llt 
· · · · J>rocesnol' app· O'ntin" a task force rl';fUl'~t.~ that all nomination~ for 
-· It is high Iv probable that Pi will· be -forthcoming in a few· For those. apP.roximately '125 h •:.~ t .
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" k' - w ose JO> w1 e o ana y;w e :-.t.u,h·nt r,osition~ h1• mach• in 
·Lambda· Chi will move ·off-cam- . weeks. Instrumental in ~ee mg faculty member,.s who 'eagarly d. ·. t · t · t I (: d 
- Ch" - aca em1c s rue ure a ·rn writing- to SlurlP11t (;overnmcnt 
·pus by the beginning of the out housing for Pi Lambda 1 awaited new ideas and propo·sals - k - t . jt.' ·" 'fh Ofl'icl' hv fi:00 !'.:YI .. Fehruarv 7.1 
-- /77-'78 school year. According to has been Business Adininistra- at the· fac-ulty meeting .Monday seek· wf ays O •
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1
mprov? 't :. r----. e. - -
' ~ I 1 · t d f t p · @i t · f O B Sheridan . h -p 'd Wh I d'd t tas - orce w1 cons1!, · o "en l'rc:~ich•nt. Whah·n l'Pels that 
· new y-e ec e ra res1 en - t10n pro ess r- arry • mg t. res1 ent a en I no b · 1 d' f it d definite r('visions an· need<"d in ;_Stev~ Buis, · the social:service · the _£_rat's· · .. advisor; ·and Rich_ - offer many. Although Whalen m?~. e~s: me_ u dm·gt, da~ut _Y' ·rah: 
•· · t' h b 't St · b- p· L • t easurer I'd - d ~ d" m1111strat1on, an s u ens. t- thl· arl'a or g-nvernanc(•. Ill' 
. orgamza 10n as __ ~~n -eon em- em _erg, 1 ams r · < 1 stress. the nee ,or 1rect .11 b. h· · ( h . A. · . refered to th(• al'ti, 11 ie~ or t hi· f.' ~lating the.move out· of Terrace According to Buis "under the action to be taken h~ did not group 
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1
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t' • · • - • · f h J - . . tant rmtos anc 1rec or o Hoard of Trw,ll'I·.~· 1·ommitt1·1· 
';·~OA fo~ quit~ sombe tihmeb. -th - adm1dmsftf~atron toh ft. ete n~t y-~i ma~e ~any definite _proposals. Institutional Research, William that h:1., proposl'd a iww govt·r 
; .Reasons gwen y t e ro ers- -lecte o 1cers, e i:a rm Y WI ·, Accordmg to Whalen " .. There 'Th F It C ·1 nance document. The doC'um<•nr 
:'.for the move include a desire for surge forward with: enthusiasm - -will he· no maJ'or change~· in' the sh·coohnes. skede acu y oduntcl 
-· 'h an·· ad - bl" h' · ff , · · · - · as cen a to rccomen en b in tht: final sfages of produc-
-: the frat to· ~ye a t or-~ e . in esta 1s mg ·its· o .-ca~~us -stru_ctur~ al'!d direction of the · h- · fi f h' h ·11 h ·11 h 1 
-. 'meal plan and to be able to offer residence as well ~.maintamiµg . college· ,:· Whalen said. Charige .J:lem __ ei:s, 1ve O , w IC • WI . e tion and WI e printer up o,er 
· · · d · · .1· ul' appomted Student Congress Spring Break. A1,y comment-; on 
_;:members mo!.'.e. ~ban .a_ or~- !lspres,entprestl8!·~~-~p ar-• w~lloccurb~t-~}l~titwill~ccur·_on has also ~bee~· asked" for five. the document will he made 
'· tory-based existence, which-Bws , 1ty. among the . .ftt,ud~~ts- of. I.Q .. -a 'gradual basis · - · · ~ d . t - · · r h" h 1 
• • d · · to- · - i """art- • ··th- - .- · . - '. ·, - - .. ' ·reccomen at1ons· wo. o , w 1c through various committees of 
.:~explams-~s not_c~n uc1ve a andtakmg.an,a:.ct_v~::.t1.,-11~- ~ ·-'fhe--maJOJ.: problems ·which 'll'be, b- · ·-Be-"d ·ch·._ h~ I· 
~
t ~ ,11);~1'.Ue brotherhood;_ B_uis f~her -- Ithaca.._ · ,:·'"co,D1:m_µ.1!·1~Y ._:_ were__l~rough~ up by'Whalen,. as _ wi__ :~- ~!1· ~1 es. _air 1 e_~o tg_e._ h· . ·d h f w "'."' ... · diciited th · t a·-frat should have· As ·t becomes ·known· tne exact· ·h .. r 11 --ad f - , - ed.. man_ B1_ll Scoones, _Adm1ss1~ns. r c issue t al arouse t e 
' V .. ·:::{~e opportu:ity.to goxern itself: 'loea..tiQD ·ot ·.PlJ..all!'i !ne~_.i'tis~-· ·:me~ipeecon!~:e~-~:.t:a:ca- .; ·Directori .. Matt'_·Wall,; and com- -most ~~nc_ern was. the pn:scnt 
1-' '., .. l ,r · "ts:own nouse' with jts. -d .---,-·--and-thii,~ffect· tbe "30-oad -,r -~ -· -. · ·- .. _. - - f th -. ·u - -ptrol!er., Carl _$~CCI . have a!-_ tenure pohcy. W~ale_n. a!hm~~.ed 
')Of- _;,JIICU ~ngi. _-_ . ,,: ·:_ :· ... : e~ees lie ·will:.btdeaviit":will:;; _ent'.~-~tnr~ ;,:· e,co. ege,, ready.~en .. ap~o1nted by:f~~SI- thei:e._were,defimtt:ly-1?equ1t1es 
, · · _:
0
~n ~k·.-. . - .· . ~ · ·- ... r:oom.:J. -i~- · ; " ·. ---·--.g · .·0 .,_t~e · .gov.em~ce i,;yste_m..-..the dent Whalen; The.other roem- and he ey,ressed.h1s wish to do :r.:: · ... At-·-this point m ~1~e-~he:.:".baY~_~l:l .. the)1ous,IJlg.~1.~~~~~nwi .... ;tenure~:P<>.licy~ and:.·how-. th~- · ·, - ,_. - - - · ~'7'- · • A 
--fr t- -- ·t · -con· si'den·ng vn•ious· '·,1.-...~ · ,· .. - .1-n"'·est·1·gate·d·· - , 11--· -.- b .... d - , - -· b hers chosen to serve on the Task something about 1t. t present, , ~· a erm y IS ~ ':'-i:"11...-·· -' - _· .·· ·: · ·• . -~ -co ega:. .. u get· may · e more . . · · · - -
- :~ocationa,~and:,the .finaLdecision -- · ·· · ,- _:.:., .. _ . .-.--_ -· . 'iisefully:~spent · Force will be af!nounced Fehru- cont. on page 2 
_ :,;;~I~:t1:;t~'.1):::.:~~,);;G,i:~:._.:~:.~Li}~~,_:;;::·.;· -·: :~~,:: .. ,·~·,,:~·;,:•::_."n--- ,-· \~-;:~.~~:.:~:.;, , .-\_:··-::.~.~·~·- ', • -'• 
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ls Divided A-itention Possible? 
Trying to do two things at seemingly impossible at first, 
once is a situation that is all too (try it once!), after several weeks 
familiar to most of us at this time the combined tasks are executed 
of year. But can people really· very nearly as well as when each 
learn to do two things at the is performed separately. The I 
same time? ,The answer, accord- words are correctly spelled (and 
ing to Professor Ulric Neisser, is in some cases even remembered) 
that under some circumstances and story is fully understood, as 
they can't indicated by intensive tests of 
Speaking at a recent meeting comprehension, 
of the Ithaca College Psychology These studies have been also 
Club, Professor Neisser discuss- aimed at undergj;anding total 
ed the topic, "Is Divided Atten- phenomenon of attention . by 
tion Possible?" An example of which certain stimuli in the 
divided attention familiar to environment are focused upon 
most college students is writing and'others are ignored. Profess-
form dictation while- reading at or Neisser noted that psycholp-
the same time. Gertrude Stein, .gists have seen attention as 
the author, published an article· either a filtering process in which 
in 1896 which related her exper- unwanted stimuli are kept out of 
iences while learning to write consciousness or on the other 
down a list of words while hand as a more active, selective 
reading a novel. Since that time process in which the organism 
a number of researchers have picks out certain stimuli to 
demonstrated that it is possible attend to. · Professor Neisser 
to learn to do two such things at noted that a more fruitful 
the same time and do each well. approach to the question of 
Professor Neisser summarized 
the studies of these researchers 
and his own research with 
students at Cornell who have 
been joined in their research· by 
an Ithaca College Psychology 
Major, George Caharack. 
These studies have been 
investigating more closely the 
phenomenon which Stein report-
ed. In the current series of 
studies, students read a short 
story and simultaneously copy 
down single words that are being 
dictated to them. Though 
299CASIS 
COLDBIIR 
Dlscoumt Prfcoo 
*Groceries• Kegs 
Party Supplies • Ice. 
UNmDCIGAII· 
122 N. Aurora St. 
Open Daily till 10. p.m. 
Brin!(" Touch of the Tr~ 
to Your Home . . . ~ 
FLOWERING and FOLIAGE PLANTS ~ 
TERRARIUMS and SAND GARDENS ij 
"SUNFLOWER" POTTERY ~ 
HANGING BASKETS .~ 
deliveries in Ithaca 
We will gladly hold your pur-
chase until Valentine's , Day 
Weekend 
/ 
attention might be to seek 
understanding of how and when 
people can learn to divide their 
attention to different kinds of 
information or sensory stimula-
tion. 
Professor Neisser has been a 
prominent figure in the renewal I 
of interest which experimental 
psychology has seen in events 
that take place "in the head." · 
His book Cognitive Psychology 
(1967) reintroduced to psychol-
ogy many topics which had been 
considered "unscientific" for -· 
many years. He has just 
completed a book "Cognition and 
Reality," considering recent de-
llll59~Rd. 
velopments in _ this expanding 1 field of psychological inquiry. I 
(Call 3304 or 277-0230) 
1IICKEY·'S 
201 S. Tioga St. 
~Itliaca. N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE-
. Music Sto.re 
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Inquirer 
by Rebecca Davidson and 
Laurie Rosenbl.att 
photos by Audrey Weiss 
What more do you think students 
can do in an effect to conserve 
energy on campus? 
. Judy Spellman, P.E: '80 
The rooms in the dorms 
shouldn't be so hot. They s-hould 
save the heat for the classrooms. 
The Towers are overheated. 
Nick Greenfield, Cinema '79 
The possibility of solar heat-
ing at LC. would be a good idea. 
The design of the campus lends 
itself to it. In the meantime, 
basic conservation measures like 
turning off lights; closing exter-
ior doors, _and taking it easy on 
the gas pedal would save a lot of 
energy. 
Cora Medder, English '78 
Keep the -stereos .low, turn 
the lights out and find an 
alternative to your electric blan-
ket. 
Brenda Pope, English '78 
I live in the -bunkers and the 
heat doesn't work tJnless we turn 
it on anyway, so we only use it 
when it's absolutely· necessary -
such as at night - or only when 
we1 re in the apartment. 
' George Caharack, Psych. '77 
It is each students respons-
ibility NOW to begin to change 
his/her thinking towards the 
whole issue of energy conserva-
tion. ' 
Larry Compo, Health Adm. '77 
I feel that students should 
dress warmer and not complain 
about how cold the class-rooms 
are, because of lowering temper-
atures in the buildings to con-
serve energy. Everyone must 
sacrifice in this time of crisis. 
. Paul Bo~onoff Business, '77 
f feel that it should be the 
responsibility of the Energy 
Task Force to conduct an on 
campus campaign to remind the 
college community of the energy 
problem. 
/;.£'; 1~-,~?t 
:'~·:~.j~~ 
Mark Thomases, English '78 
I think that we should have 
half day ciasses for two weeks 
ancl share showers, hot water 
you know! 
. The Ithacan apologizes to those people who 
:, were originally slated to appear inthis week's 
. Inquirer; I Due to eircU:fD~ces beyond our 
;i control, the.first'film could· 'not be used. 
,:...:_,-_ - -
Executive Board ,Statement 
why The Pftrty w a§ v ®t(l))®(U[ 
The failure of Student Congress to 
pass a motion Tuesday night which would 
have prevented SAB and the. Senior class 
from having their buffet dinner party at 
Nite Court is most unfortunate. In 
addition to reflecting a certain degree of 
bigotry among the students of this school, 
the attitude of Congress is short-sighted 
arul also in violation of a previous motion 
passed by the body last year. It is for 
these reasons that the Executive Board 
will not ' approve the pending check 
request of the sponsoring groups. 
Perhaps the most troubling aspect of 
this whole affair is that the Senior class 
and SAB officers have not been able to 
learn from their past mistakes. When the 
Senior class scheduled its 200 Days Party 
for Nite Court last Fall many students 
protested to the class officers, stating that 
they respected the gay boycott of that 
establishment and would not be able to 
attend the party. Eventually the party 
was moved to a different location, but only 
after a great deal of bitterness had 
developed among students and the unity 
of the Senior class had been severely 
damaged. 
In spite of the unfortunate experience 
of the 200 Days Party, the Senior class 
officers have once seen fit to schedule 
another Senior activity at Nite Court. 
This is nothing less than an outright insult 
to those students who expressed their 
disgust over having a party there last 
Fall. The class officers were aware that 
many of their constituents would nof 
attend a function at Nite Court, yet they 
scheduled one there anyway. Perhaps 
they just coi:i't want the entire class to 
, enjoy a party together, and are seeking to 
limit attendance to a certain select crowd, 
or perhaps they have just chosen to ignore 
the moral principles of their fellow 
classmates. 
There are also gay students on this 
campus who have been harassed inside of 
Nite Court and who do not feel welcome 
there. Yet, the officers of SAB and the 
Senior class insist on having a party there, 
knowing full well that a group of IC 
students find it offensive and will 
therefore not attend functions there. This 
lack of concern is a distressing trait to find 
in some of our student leaders, and the 
determination with which they are 
fighting to keep the party at Nite Court 
leads one to wonder just what their values 
are. 
At the Student Congress meeting 
Tuesday night Mr. Lou Cataldo, the 
owner of Nite Court, said that Nite Court 
welcomes "everyone", but could not bring 
himself to say that everyone is welcome 
regardless of their sexual orientation. 
The failure of his bar to meet this 
standard makes the establishment inelig-
ible for a Student Government funded 
event based on a motion passed by 
Student Congress last year. According to 
the motion, Student Congress has to 
"deny any and all funding to IC clubs and 
organizations that discriminate against 
persons on the basis of sex, creed, color, 
- nationality, religion, or sexual orienta-
tion."By allowing funding to go the Nite 
Court, which doesn't meet the sexual 
orientation standards, Congress would be 
in violation of tfieir own rules. 
The Executive Board does not believe 
that it is fair to fund a party which many 
students would not . attend on moral 
grounds, or because they feel their rights 
have been violated there. We do not wish 
to be a part of such an activity, and will 
therefore not approve any request for 
funding the dinner dance at Nite Court. 
To those members of Congress who 
supported our position Tuesday night we 
give our sincere thanks; you have acted 
responsibly in protecting the best inter-
ests of the student body. 
We would welcome any comments 
from people on this issue. Please feel free 
to contact John Nader, Bruce Holcomb, 
John Giordano, Rob Taub, or Mark 
Engstrom in the Student Government 
office on the third floor of the Egbert 
Union, of call 274-3377 (X3377). 
.... Congress Controversy 
cqnrinued from page 1 
surrounded the 200 Days Party 
booked at Nite Court last fall. At 
that time the party was re-
scheduled for On the Waterfront 
,because there seemed a general 
consensus that people would not 
go to this party if it were held at 
Nite -Court ... that this was the 
wrong thing to do, "according to 
Senior Class treasurer Larry 
Holland. 
Before the motion was intro-
duced, Lou Cataldo addressed 
the Congress· stating his policy ' 
that any person may engage in 
any permissable act (under the 
N.Y. State Penal Code) at Nite 
Court as well as 3:ny other 
person. Michael Bacon of the 
Gay Peoples Center questioned 
Cataldo's statement; inquiring as 
to why the nightclub owner did 
not include "regardless of sexual 
preferences" in his policy. 
Cataldo .maintained that his 
statement meant the same thing, 
but one member of Congress 
contended that the statement 
contained nemerous potential 
loopholes. 
Several members of Con-
gress questioned the timeliness· 
of the controversy, stating that 
they thought Cataldo's present 
policy was acceptable. Bacon 
disagreed, illustrating an in-
stance where he · was ejected 
from Nite Court for having his 
arm aro,ung his boyfriend .. · 
According to the question of 
. the Congress, the Executive 
Board can veto any action of that 
body within oi:ie ~eek of such 
action. Late Tuesday night the 
Executive Board issued such a 
veto. The veto now goes before. 
Congress fora vote to override 
(must be by a 2/3 majority). A 
special ·session of Con~ess has 
been called for tonight to decide 
the matter: 
Chuck Goldman, head of the 
S.A.B.'s Weekend Activities -
Committee and an organizer of 
the buffet, has explained the 
scheduling of the buffet by 
saying that "the SAB of Ithaca 
College decided to have an event 
at Nite Court with the Senioi; 
Class, looking for additional form 
of entertainment ... The SAB does 
not feel that Nite Court with the 
Chuck Goldman, head of the 
SAB's Weekend Activities Com-
mittee and an organizer of the 
buffet, has explained the sched-
ulingof the buffet by saying that 
"the 8AB of Ithaca College 
decided to have an event at Nite 
Court with th Senior Class, 
looking for a different form of 
entertainment. .. the SAB does 
not feel that Nite Court is 
discriminatory." Goldman furth-
er questioned the Executive 
Board is not acting in Student 
Congress' interest.,s, as showed 
by the vote on the proposal." 
(The Executive Board's reaction 
can be found on page 3 of this 
issue.) 
oooF acuity Meeting 
cont. from page 1 
LC. is close to having and 80 
percent tenured faculty and an 
even higher percentage in some 
st·hools and divisions. Whalen is 
planning to .make specific rec-
comendations to· the Board of 
Trustees in the next six months. 
He stated that he will again 
confer with the faculty concern-
ing this problem after the board 
meeting in the spring. 
Regarding nexy year's budget 
Whalen simply stated that " ... 
the budget has been temporarily 
put to bed." Whalen indicated 
later that the budget was essen-
tially "finalized" but that it was 
subject to change if the Finance 
Committee of the Board, the full 
Board,- or the I.C. community 
had major suggestions for. 
changes. The budget statement 
will be sent to the Finance 
Committee for review on Febru-
ary 17, and then presented to the 
Commimity Council on February 
22. It will be made official on 
February 28 by the Board o_f 
·Trustees. 
the traditional grading system in 
the fall. He feels this will help 
provide a more serious academic 
atmosphere. The admissions 
program is presently undergoing 
analysis and will initiate a more 
serious marketing and recruiting 
effort. The renovation of dorms 
will continue. Whalen expects 
hoth towers, and Terrace 6A and 
B to he completed hy the 1978-79 
academic year. 
Whalen feels that although we 
have problems.as everyone else 
does, '" ... we tend to underrate 
ourselves." He feels that much 
can and will he accomplished, 
however ·the Faculty and admin-
istration " ... must be eager to 
discuss the problems at hand 
with intelligence and civility." 
Special 
Congress Meeting 
Tonight To Resolve 
Nite Court issue. 
Can· Student 
· Government Office 
Some positive actions that 
have already been taken in an 
effort to improve the college's 
,overall status were mentioned by 
President Whalen. He is very For Details f 3377) 
enthusiastic about the return .to .. __________ _. 
I 
.. 
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Get Off Your A ' SSe 
What the hell is the matter with the more importantly, in narrpw-mmdedness I the grave problem of terrorism in our 
students here'? All they seem to care. and inaction. · world. Twenty people showed up. Two 
about is themselves. Their world revolves' How many students give a shit about hundred should have come, for Chrissake! 
around seeking personal pleasure and those in our society and in other countries This man is an international scholar on the 
satisfaction---and nothing else. Of course, who are suffering right now from subject. He's referred to in books and 
not everyone has this limited outlook, but starvation, inadequate living conditions, articles. But, wait a minute, we're talking 
enough do to recognize it as a monumental or the forces of discrimination and about Ithaca College. I guess no one 
problem on the Ithaca College campus. oppression that damage and scar people's would draw a crowd here. ·Except maybe 
has not printed the SAGA menu than the 
amount of feedback . on articles of 
substance? That is a sad -commentary on 
where this student body is at. 
!low many students here give a shit lives everyday? Very few, it seems. No theEditorofHighTimes,orJerrygarcia, 
ahout what is going on on this campus? evidence is apparent here of a substantial or a man handing out money. 
VPry few. Most students willingly and interest or involvement for concerns such How many students give a shit about 
proudly admit that they don't care about as these. establishing a more dynamic, active 
I.he Administration, the Stud,·nt Con- How many students really open their campus on the intellectual, cultural, and 
~?<·s~. or educational policy-making of any eyes up to what is happening to other social fronts? A handful probably. Many 
kmd. Basi,·ally, the majority seem to people ana things around them'? Not just accept the war-ped notion that college 
focw, only on their own little sphere of enough people are observant or aware of equals getting by and having a good time, 
a<'tivity, meaning: going to classes the stimulae in the environment right without striving to widen one's horizons. 
g-oing to meals, hanging out with their here in Ithaca, New York. A few beautiful In short, how many students give a 
gToup of lrit>nds, and getting high. examples of the closed, limited vision of goddamn about anything but their own 
Our age group is really hurting in 
regards to the kind of lifestyle it has 
developed. So many of us cannot rely on 
ourselves to find enjoyment and fulfill-
ment in life. Instead of using their minds 
to find something to engage in, many 
young people use "artificial" means to 
achieve that end. They smoke pot every 
day of their life or they drink constantly. 
They are a generation brought up on 
television, and the long-range implications 
of that new influence are mind-boggling 
when one considers how much it has 
killed creativity and indep,endence. 
How many students here give a shit students have already occurred this year. little self-centered lives? Students discuss 
about local, state, and national political Outstanding individuals have come to how high they get, how hungry they are, 
issues? Very few. There are political speak here, and nobody from this lazy, how tired they feel, how good their 
decisions that greatly affect the make-up dormant student body woke up. Julian stereos are or whatever their immediate 
of the society we live in; in fact, many of Goodman of N.B.C. television came, but "pleasure" temperature, is more than 
them touch our lives directly whether we sadly enough the majority of the audience anything of true substance. The dominant 
are aware of it or not. The post_ 1960's was composed of administrators, faculty, ingredient of every-day convesation is 
at.tit.ud!' prevails, however. It is an or students who would have undoubtedly how one is instantly stimulating himself. 
apathl'l1c·, indifferent attitude that results C'ome, anyway. (communications students) 
Pot onl:,' in incredihle ignorance but pven Then Dr. Alhert Parry visited to speak on 
Did you know that the ITHACAN has 
received more hostile reactions when it 
So, some of the problems at Ithaca 
are obviously present on other campuses. 
But that is no excuse. Should we all just 
sit around and agre_e that this is the era of 
apathy and inactivity? No way. We could 
all make this a much more exciting place 
to b~ for a college education. So, let's DO 
something about it instead of watching 
our lives pass away in a disgusting air of 
self-oriented stagnation.· 
So, GET OF"F' YOUR ASS for a 
change. GET OUT OF YOURSELF. 
Through The Past Darkly 
Student Congress' .-~fusal to pass the Perhaps somewhat, but the dispute for the buffet. This is similar to the a·cti·on , 
L' • B d' _, · h b t h d Board (which looks possible as further 
r,xecut1ve oar s motion Tue:;~~- !ng t e ween t e gay community an Nite they took in regards to Nite Court and the 
· h · •s C t' h b I d T conflicts with the Congress may lurk on 1s a grave error on t e1r part ee our as not yet een sett e . he gay 200 days party. Further they (along wi"th h h 
C 
· l Th C ·t I c · b · .t e orizon) are both signs· of a Student 
,ongress artzc eon page 1. e ongress, commum Y at .. 1s a su stant1al one. the other three members of the board) 
h II · h s · b ff s b t t· 1 h d Congress that lacks insight and which ya owmg t e emor u et to continue, u s an rn enoug to consi er their have also demonstrated good fai"th by not 
d · d refuses· to address the issue. is, in effect, sanctioning the practice of es1res an needs as a segment of the prolonging the veto process. · 
d. · · · · b f · S · 1 One member of Con=ess even proposed 1scr1mmat1on agamst mem ers o its emor c ass. The Congress constitution allows for .,. 
constituency. The gay boycott of Nite Student Congress, meanwhile, voted the Executive Board to veto any action of, that the Executive Board be impeached 
C~ur~r~vo)ves around this reported dis- nearly_3-1 to ignore the gay people's plight the Congress within a week's time. The for their actions. When it was discovered 
dr1mm1tatwn. and . virtually cleared the path for the , week, in this case, would end two days that impeachment proceedings would be a 
Last fall, the Senior Class tried to hold hold1~g of the buffet. This raises a before the buffet. The Board could have matter of weeks, the discussion was then 
the 200 days party at Nite Court. Senior question posed in · these pages . in waited the full week and then faced the dropped. 
class treasurer Larry Holland said. at the November: would a party still be held at challenge of a 2/3 overriding vote of the Perhaps the absuridity of it all ·is best 
~_ime, that tht> party was called off Nite Court i_f the di~c~imina~ion _r~volved veto by Congress. This concievably could summed up by the Senior Physical 
because there seemed a general _consen- ?round ethmc or rehg10~s mmontles? Or have effectively killed the buffet due to Therapy majors recieving an invitation to ~u~ that people woul~ not go to this part.y 1f revolved .around sex mstead of sexual time constraints. They chose, h~ wever, the Thurs. night buffet (a mere 5 hour 
1f 1t were ·held -at_ N1te Cou~.t ... that this preference~! to veto the Congress' action late Tuesday drive away from where they're located in 
was the wrong thmg to doo : And ye~. Executive Board ~embers John Nader night and, consequently, face a special the Bronx). Those sar_ne P.T. majors 
three months later, the Semor Class 1s (S~udenJ Body President) and Rob Taub Congress session slated for today to vote make up 7 percent of the Senior Class 
ignoring that "general consensus" and (V1ce-P "esident of Finance) have both on overriding. --- another overlooked m1nority!? 
holding a huffet at Nite Court. expresssed a reluctance to sign the checks To override the veto (which looks 
Has the general consensus dwindled? that would enable the Senior Class to pay probable) or to impeach the Executive 
([1[!1if U[]CB0 
Stt"flltdiernttt Wanlts Justiic<e Over-Furni 
The Enem.y 
Is Us · 
To the Editor: 
To the Editor: 
Tinw to seream ... anger, dis-
gw,t. outr,1gt'. disappointment, 
... kar. This is in part a report, 
an analysis, a·nd primarily a 
qut•stion. Thl' n•port is this: 
Tonig-ht I attended a meeting 
of I hl' St udt•nt Congress in which 
t ht' t·t•nlral issm' on tht• agenda 
wa~ lhl' proposl'd senior elass 
part..v seht•dult•d to takt' place at 
Night Court on Feh. I. At that 
mel'ting the Student Congress 
pPrformcd a great disservice to 
thl•ir fellow students and to the. 
llhaca community by voting 
down a motion to cancell the 
party. Grounds for the motion 
wt•n• that the party is in direct 
conflict with an earlier resolution 
h,v Congn'ss, and secondly, that 
Ithaca College Student Govern-
nwnt had a responsibility to 
rt'!spect the Nite.Court boycott. 
~U(iJ(r(r WIIJW 
lto1ToR-1N-CHIEF ... JoN CHOATE 
s·ENIOR EDJTOR ... MARK ENGSTROM 
NEWS EDJTOR ... PETER AJEMIAN 
MANAGING EDITOR ... COREY :rAYLOR 
LAYOUT EDITOR ... TRACY SCHROTH 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR ... CARYN PICKER 
SPORTS EDITOR ... PETE TALBOT 
PHOTO EDITOR ... FRANK SELLERS 
ADVERTISING MANAGER ... DOUG LANDBACK 
BUSINESS MANAGER ... ANDY FRIEDMAN 
NEWS: PRESTON STEWART. JAY SNYDER, 
BRUCE SAFFORD, HENRY RIVERA, REBECCA 
'"'AVIDSON 
ADS: STEVE. HARF, CINDY SCHWARTZ, STEVE 
BUIS. LARRY STOGEL. 
PHOTO: BRUCE MOROSOHK, ROBERT NELSON 
LARRY HULLAND, CHUCK RITER, CINDI. 
SCHWARTZ, ANDREA WEISS 
STAFF STAFF: SARAH SWANSON, KEN YALE, 
BETSY NOGLOWS, LIZ BICHE, VICKI COX, 
L. ,.JA SANFORD 
Nite Court is to some an old 
issue, a minor aberration too 
limited and inconsequential to 
have lasted this long and certain-
ly more .of an irritant than its 
scope warrented. Apathy and 
indifference. Well, Night Court 
is an old issue; it's a perpetual 
issue, as 'continuos as the stars 
that shine". It is in this sense 
that the issue becomes not 
inconsequential, but overwhelm-
ing. The mere fact that in seven 
months there has been no 
settlement should, alone, signal 
the depth of the issue. But what 
is the issue, and for whom'! 
The explicit moral questions 
raised by the minority in favor of 
the motion were, apparently not 
at i~sue. Qu~tions about why 
certain people were ejected from 
Night Court on July 17 were 
consistantly panned as being 
"out of order" and "not the 
issue", as were comments re-
garding various personal injuries 
suffered by patrons or un-ethical 
practices by the Nite Court 
management. It seemed that, to 
the majority, the facts surrQund-
ing and following the incident 
were not crucial to the issue. 
The issue to the majority of 
the Student Congress was Fun _ 
ultimately held the floor. Nite 
Court was not chosen for -the 
senior class party because of its 
fair or unfair policies; for its good 
or bad· ethical practices, but 
because it offers what is seen as 
maximum Fun on the line 
numerous motions now came for 
ammendments of the constitu-
tion, and theti repeal by public 
demand. Those who minutes 
earlier had fastidiously evoked 
parlimentary device after parli-
mentry device to direct discus-
sion, now wanted to do away 
with those rules in the interest of 
Fun. Finally in the desperation 
of battle and with the flag of §fun 
flying high came a call for 
impeachment. Impeachment of 
the elected student body presi-
dent - for Fun. · 
The party will most likely go 
on and the boycott disregarded. 
That the boycott is ignored by 
the student body is perhaps not 
as important as the ease with 
which it is ignored. The frivolous 
and petty manner in which 
cont_roversy is sacrificed and a 
just concern over social responsi-
bility is abandoned is to me a 
disgraceful abomination. At 
what point, fellow students, will 
fun yeil<J to justice'! 
Sincerely,_ 
Myles E. Friednian 
An aphorism l heard once 
became a stark reality at Tues-
day night's Student Congress 
meeting. 
"We are the people we said we 
would not become," so the saying 
goes. And I watched as Student 
Congress, by a two-thirds major-
ity. committed themselves to a 
nauseating resolution: having a 
party is more important than 
prejudice, discrimination, and 
other college community mem-
ber's feelings. 
Nite Court owner Lou Catal-
do told Congress "everyone" is 
welcome into Nite Court.· But he 
refused to make a definitive 
stand as to "sexual abuse," and 
for what reasons he could throw 
people out of Nite Court. 
Cataldo said anything permis-
sable under New York Stater law 
concerning public sexual conduct 
would be permissable in his 
establishment. 
Yet Congress also heard from 
a gay member of the Ithaca 
College Community who said he 
was thrown out of Nite Court for 
nothing more than having his 
arm around his boyfriends' 
shoulder. 
Cataldo refused to debate, safd 
good night, and went_home. Too 
bad. He should have stayed and 
should have answered the ques,. 
. ,' 
I 
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By Robert Taub "-
_ so, They're Making UsFeelStll,pid 
So, they're making us feel stupid 
again. Jimmy Carter tells the press that 
he was.wearing long underwear while his 
wife "shed a tear" over the 65 degree 
temperature in the White House. Mobil 
Oil ran a two page spread in the Wall St. 
Journal explaining that despite all their 
efforts to save the country, the American 
people ha"'.e blown it; we are the cause of 
the ne_w "energy crisis." -
People are being piggy with energy; 
they aren't driving at 55 mph, constantly 
checking their thermostats, or turning off 
enough lights-. Americans are being 
downright "fuelish". 
Oil companies have spent thousands of 
dollars on this type of advertising and 
have received fairly successful results; 
many'.Americans accept the blame for the 
"energy crisis." 
. Wheth~r or not people believe the oil 
companies propaganda is not important, 
they still need fuel. The companies that 
supply this fuel are known collectively as 
the Big Seven, a cartel that dominates 
today's entire energy industry. Although 
they are referred to as o)l companies, the 
big Seven have monopolies on many 
different energy resources. In figures 
from 1970, "seven of the leading· coal 
producers were oil companies, including 
five of the largest." In 1970-71, coal prices 
went up between 79 and 100 percent apd 
the demand for coal was stronger than 
ever, leaving the Big Seven in a very 
dominant position. 
This monopoly is not only in the coal 
industry; oil companies control 45 percent 
of the country's uran,ium, an element 
necessary for the- creation of nuclear 
power. They also control 60 percent of the 
country's production and reserve supplies 
* of natural gas, a product that seems quite 
scarce these days. . 
When demand ·exceeds supply, a 
"shortage" exists and a higher price can 
be charged for the commodity. In 1973, a 
shortage of the commodity known as oil 
was contrived by the Big Severi. 
Actually, in 19.73, the Big Seven were not 
as dependent on the Arabs as the public 
was led to b~lieve. "Over 60 percent of 
the oil consumed in 1973 was produced in 
the U.S. and another 17 percent came 
from Venezuela and Canada. Before the 
boycott started, the U.S. was getting only 
13 percent of it's oil from the Mide.ast." 
Real or not, the 1973 "energy crisis" 
enabled the Big Seven to double gasoline 
prices. In lieu of the recent cold weather 
they are hoping to do the same thing with 
the price of natural gas· and fuel oil. 
By cutting back on oil production and 
by selling it at a much higher price, the oil 
companies can save fuel and make larger 
pi:_ofits. Resultant of this situation is 
intra-capitalist conflict; many businesses 
are, laying off workers or closing down 
because of the scaricity and high price of 
fuel. The monopoly on our energy 
resources is too powerful for even the 
largest business to challenge. 
Jimmy Carter is also at a loss for a 
solution; within twoinonths he will lift the 
price freeze on gasoline so prices can be 
expected to skyrocket. If he keeps the 
freeze on, we will face a drastic shortage 
in both gasonline and heating fuel. 
Either way, the people lose, along with 
the economy. The "crisis" means hi$'her 
production costs, more unemployment, 
and superprofits for the oil companies. 
Meanwhile, people better enjoy life 
while they can. Next years plan calls for 
people to wear their coats indoors and set 
the temperature at 45 degrees. This can 
go along with 35 mph. highway driving 
and a hot shower once a week. 
1HJS WEEK.,.-"1HE (ONTEST'' 
Marxist Feminist 
Bridges Speak§ 
On 
,. 
Capitalism 
bv Dede Ketover 
and Unda Zerilli 
Professor Amy Bridges, 
from thl' Univ. of Chicago,_ spoke 
last night "l\fonopoly Capitol and 
the Structure of Con:-.11mption." 
· This is the first in :1 Sl'ries of 
, Marxist Feminist h!ct ures spon-
sored bv the Polities depart-
ment. 'Phe topics in the lecture' 
series are directed towards on-
going studies taught hy Profess-
or Zillah Eisl'nstein. including: 
Power: Race. Sex and Class, 
Fl•minist Theory, as well as 
advanced tutorials. and seminars 
in Sociaiist-Fcminism and Mar:--
ian analysis. 
Professor Bridges major focal 
point - concerned the role of 
women as consumers within 
monopoly capitalism. Her argu-
ment was centered around the 
wav in which capital organizes 
co~sumption work for house-
wives, "drawing them out of the 
household and into the market". 
In other words, just as the needs 
continued on page 7 
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The O~fice Of Campus -Ac!~vities· 
,Presents a. Film Series 
Eve:r:'y, Friday An_~ Saturday Night, 
-At 7 &- 9:30 P.M. In ·T-102 
A-B·SO:·LUTELY ·-FREE / 
. . . . ' . 
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How about a Spiec;li? 
:SPIEDI KING ~Q-./ »,.'d .._ -~ . 
~'d .. 69(£ 
~'\ BAR B-Q '1i 
MENU 
SUBS SANDWICHES 
spiedi sub . $1.65 spiedi $.70 
"'· 
steak and cheese sub $1.85 · 1/3 lb. hamburger .95 
2/3 lb. cheese burger sub $1.85 w/ _cheese $1.00 
h
1
. am and swiss cheese.sub $1.65' 1/4 lb.·germ~n hot ,1og 
/2. lb. fish filet sub· $1.75 .is 
giant meatball sub $1.80 . w/ cheese .8L' 
· w/ kraut .85 
ita_lia n sausage .80 
.SIDE ORDERS , 
,, 
f rench fries $.40 · 
onic>"il rings .50 ' · · . soda .25 .35 .40 ·coffee .25 
_ "deep lri.ed ··mushrooms .• 75 milk ~30 
Commons ·west 
.;tthaca. N~v.·; 14850 -. 
· phone 273-6464 
.. 
· -· 213·.6464 . ' . · · 213·€;464, . -. :.~ · ,~c1..0•Ns" 
. :·. ,,, :- ~-- . 
. - __ .. . . st~oo .. 01:L1veRv.cHARGE, .. 
t\... ~f.~~E::~ELIVERIE~ :W·ITtl-.. ORQ~RS .OF. ___ ._$!t00.:.QR MORE] 
... ---------~----~~--~·-· ; ... I.~-: ... '.·:,. 
,· -
Quality CustOlh 
Framing. 
·The Frame·Sho 
-15 Years Experience 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
• COCKTAILS 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
124 CODDINGTON R'oAD -
ITHACA, N. V. 14850 
Free 
Pizza Delivery I.kt. 
272.•19SO· 
•' ·': 
Cost Over.;.runs 
(ZNS) SenatoP William Prox-
-· mire says that a new ·congres-
sional audit of 753 major civilian 
and military projects has found a 
cost over-run,of $176 billion ·- 64 
percent above the original esti-
mates. . 
Cost over-runs are the higher 
-prices charged to taxpayers on 
government projects after they 
have been officially approved and 
funded. · 
. ·. ':: . - ' ........ ~ i' ,. ... ;. . '.;,--:.' , . -' . 
,;. 
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: _.· .•. "Loft" Living. -Free Tax 
Help ·offered 
Welcome Back, Kott.er 
Tlaur. Feb. 3 9,16,34,36 
· -In·an'bour long episode Horsback tries 
his hand at drama. · The ·sweathogs start 
making fun of him and Horshnck leaves. 
It should be pretty funny if your a Kotter 
)r:!__·· .... ·. 
I._ 
-,·,,. 
l'::.' 
' .. /'-
- ·.! ·"·. 
continued from.~<,,· -
Because _they like to live on campus 
; they wanted to make·a.- dorm . room as 
homey · ant! spacious as possible. _ Their 
friends on the floor are -enjoying the 
comforts of the room as well, and feel even 
more -a- part of it by contributing their own 
· iteDJS or knick-knacks and. tacking them 
up ~omewhere in the room. Because of 
the arrangement, it is possible to have 
privacy with more than three people -in 
the room at one time. They have fit as 
many as twenty-three people, comfortab-
ly. 
room 1#119 is still not finished. Phil and 
Dave add_ more to it every day and they 
.feel wood is an outlet for creativity; one 
can always add.to it. ·On paper, are plans 
for ;i spiral staircase to be attached to 
Phil's l~ft, however no building has yet 
been executed. Another possibility they 
have thought about is to take it· apart 
piecl'! by piece at the end of the semester, 
, and sell it to someone along with an 
instruction booklet. 
Vol~ntary. Action Center vol-
unteers are available again to 
help taxpayers of Tompkins 
County with their Federal, per-
sonal ineome tax forms. · The 
volunteers, many of whom have 
worked with the-program since 
· its inception five years !lgo, ha..-e 
attended 15, hours of training 
class_~s provided by the Internal 
Revenue Service di.Iring t_Qis past 
mnnth. 
_ Individuals or groups who 
wish to receive free help with tax · 
forms may call the Voluntary 
Action Center, 272-9411, be-
tween 9 am. and 1 pm, Monday 
through Saturday. A meeting 
place and time that is convenient 
for both taxpayer and vol!(_!}teer 
will be arranged by V AC staff. 
There is no charge for any 
portion of this service, and it will 
be available from Feb. 1 through 
April 15 with day-time or even-
ing appointments r.ossible. 
_,, -
F~n. -
Sports Spectacular 
Sat. Feb. 5 5,12,22 
Olympic Boxing champ Sugar Ray 
Leonard makes his· pro debut in a 
six-round lightweight bout in Vegas. 
Movie: Tail Gunner Joe 
Sunday Feb. 6 3, 28, 40 
This is an excellent film about the life of 
Senator Joe McCarthy. Actor Peter 
Boy.le plays McCarthy in an impressive 
performane:e, The story of how McCarthy 
shook up the whole county with his 
anti-communist charges is one worth 
pondering. 
I.D. pictures will be taken on Tuesday: 
February 8, 1977 from 9 - 4 in the 
Registrar's OTfice. 
Hall of Fame Drama "Emily, Emily" 
'.\Ion., Feb. 7 8:oo 3, 28, 40 
A very sensitive, moving· story of a 
mentally retarded teen-ager, and how he 
becomes emotionally attached to his 
counselor named Emily . 
Phil and Dave highly recommend this 
way of "loft" living if you are the type of 
person who enjo:r,s comfort and continous 
outlets for personal creativity. "It seelrts 
like a lot of work, but it's more enjoyment 
than anything else." Dave more or less 
sums up the spirit of-tlie room; "The only 
thing we are missing --is a fireplace, 
but ..• we're working .on it.'!._ _ 
uoNite Court 
Carson Files $ l Million 
Dama_ge -Suit-
cont. from page 4 
tions ~n people's minds. 
But even forgetting about 
whether or not the Senior Class 
and S.A.B. should sponsor a 
-buffet-dinner dance . there next 
- week ('p.s.:where do the senior 
class representatives get their 
ideas for programming senior 
events? They smack of social 
events' one -m'ight find at an 
exclussive, elite country club, 
and quite frankly, turn my 
stomach), there i~ a much largEl! 
question on my mind: ,,- · (- · 
Aren't we the people who, ·a. 
very short time ago, were· 
screaming that all men and 
women are brothers and sisters? 
Didn't we yell that individual 
human lives are important, and 
stop'· the war? Weren't we 
disgusted, not to discover that 
Nixon was a ·crook, but he could 
get away with what he wanted? 
Aren't we the same people who 
have helped to usher in male, 
female, bia~~ and gay liberation? 
Yes, I think we are the people 
we said we would not become. 
And so long as Nite Court and 
places like it are tainted with 
vahies that cheapen not only our 
fellow · -man and woman but 
ourselves as well, and so long as 
· there are people like our senior 
class r~presentatives whochoose 
to forsake individual human 
values for their own . selfish 
pleasures or enjoyment, then 
· "Pogo" _said it best ... "we have 
met the enemy, and he is 11<> " 
-- Author's Name 
Witheld·By Request 
E • ·• t (ZNS) Entertainer Johnny Carson claims, however, that ooo _ eml,RlS - .Carson has filed a $1 million Braxton has ''tarnished" his 
damage suit against a portable . image, and · the image · of his A FILM BY A WOMAN. ABO 
toilet maker for naming the clothing firm, Johnny Carson WOMEN ANO f.,OR EVERYONE. 
newest ·of his products "Here's Apparel, Incorporated. Lawyers l!t,~.··· ' 'E rgl 
of production within capitalism Johnny". ... . for the entertainer are asking for C,~~ = 
~efine the lives of wage laborers, The_line "Here's Johnny" is the $1 million in exemplary damages NITELY 1:00 a 11:1, SAT--MAT 1::,0 
so too do the needs of consump- now famous introduction line and $100,000 in oth~r damages ASK aBouT STUDENT 01scouNT 
tion organize women's work. ·used by announcer Ed McMahon from the latrine king. AVAILABLE AT ouR eox OFFICE 
. to.:_:int!(><luce. qarson at the r· ~"'-~ ~'~~~~-~-begmrung of bIS N.B.c.,T.V. E . I ·. 
In mo I 'tal' · th late night series "The Tonight - at OU r ~ Jr o In 
. nopo y capi i.s~, e Show." 
work W~i~h womeR do ~thin the ·carson•s suit char~eS the self• - then shake your fUffip 
home, is m fact, unpaid labor. :iroclaimed "Porta-John" •King . .. ... 
,The premise behind·tliis,defines. -.sari Braxton, of. 'Utica,' --New ··1·: . . ·. -1 ha~ s n~b~ t'd'. al <>Ul plarc and _then 
h k k . h · y k · h "t d k · f · <l3ncf' th, nighf ,,way at Thr North ~ orly ousewor as non-wor , avmg or , wit ra emar m rmge- 1no ,,•ronds rron, 1 k d l .11 
· · l · · t · · f · d · · our •ar oor yr,u eat 
no· socia value. Refectmg- .this men.• mvasio!l. o priva~y an ,01{11' nf tht> h1•,1 sleaks aroun·d and enj 
definiti?n, A'!_}Y Bridges, defines ~nfan-, competit!.on" m USJ.J?g the .. t~,. 111•!,.t ,i,sco •lancing this_ side of Ne0: 
womens role as a consumer to be He.res Johnny label for his new ) urk fl,,.,, of all th,· rovt'r charge is on 
·necessary for the smooth func- latrine. - . . . i u,'! 
. . f . . . Braxton began calling his new Th G Id G t i t1o~mgo cap1tal1st production,. outdoor toilet "Here's Johnny" , e O en ar er 
She g~s on to defin~ women v.:ho after his attorneys applied for ' R . 
do this labor as consumption and received a patent for the ' estaurant ~orR1'S(•rva1mns273-2566? 
workers'. Although this _work is name from the U.S. Patent ~~~
outside the said labor force, Offi~e. 
Bridges argues that we -need to -~----111111- 111111a111•Z1111111111111111~11111111m11111111111111111i1-amsam1•1111Sm=m:mzmcsma=zm:m:rm:mzi;cm:a:ib.. 
recognize it as-socially necessary 1 
and ·must examine it as real · 
work. 
The-housewife, as a consump-
tion worker is held responsible. 
for gathering and transorming 
products and services to meet 
her family's needs. Although 
thought of as a leisure activity, 
- consumption work is not a 
matter of choice for the· majority 
of women in this society. 
Prof. Bridges lecture was an 
essential statement towards ~n 
analysis of women's work in 
capitalist society. 
· ~\\tWATERpll . 
0~ 702 Willow AvenueO-t\,-,,._ 
277-0800 ~r 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
oper-Y every day 3pm~ lam 
MAYER'S 
SMOK~ .SHOP--
Foot Of Au'rora Street-H1ill 
WED. SING.LES NIGHT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢BEER 50¢ 
lEVEJRY 
DAV 
3:oo·- 1:00 All ·Smoker's ~upplies 
· Paperbound Books 
Magazines 
-.Newspapers 
- I 
'HOUR 
-1.lVE_ BANDS TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
--
This- w.eek: ."4 O'clock Collection" 
. i I • 
·.* NEVE·R A. C()VER CHARGE!* 
. -
-I\/;_ ...... · ..... · no.w .tailing res.ervations-for: special pariies 
:-~~·,_-.·~ .·.,-:~:~~. ~ ~ ,,',.-... •' ''. 4 --- •• ........ .':: •• • •• •• • • •• 
• ~ _...,,¥, ·--
... '"::- ·- .~' ,e ""'~ .. -
' .. 
'• . : .• 
·.;"1 f•". . _ •.• '1,..··--..-"'. . , .... , .. 
. ,•\'"'• -· 1..1 ,- ... -.·· •• . '• .... 
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by Daniel J. Hulbert 
The Bombers overcame a 
non-league loss at Albany with 
successive crucial league victor-
ie-, over RPI, 80-73 and Hobart, 
71 -li9 to take sole possession of 
fir~t place in the' ICAC this past . 
W<'ek. Against RPI, who one day 
earlier had stifled- St. La._wrence 
to snPak atop the conference, 
Ithaca put on their finest per-
formance to date, according to 
coach Darryl Lehnus. The combi 
nation of Bomber victories and 
the Saints timely loss at RPI sets 
the stagl' for a showdown in 
Canton this Saturday, where the 
two league powerhouses will 
clash. 
Roth victories were, 
cont. on page 9 
FIRST 
ASSEMBLY 
OFGOD 
520 W. Seneca St. 
.Rev. Richard J. Thomas 
27'.'-!:illl' 
once 
Liulf· Hlaw Bus At. 
Flau Pol«· 9::io AM 
S1111clav!o, 
SHVJUS 
!>unday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evening Service 7 p.m. 
I>,, l"m, Know 
t .'I, ri.-.1-0r.- ./11.-.1 
.-1110111 1/im? 
, •. ' 
'/ 
Pucksters · To 
Host Cortland 
, ; · _-.-.· ·'.\ ··.: · : The I.C. Women's Ice Hockey their strong efforts for 45 saves 
-- ," _ · .·. ,ilj,_'_: ·. Club hosted a pair of tough New accredited to Jackie Isgur and 6 ·. 
; / it:;' Engl~_nd colleges two weeks _ago saves for Lori Mike. 
- : '·.·:-. . and despite strong efforts,came Boston College was able to get 
·· ·: · ,. ·:; out on the short end of both an early jump on the I.C. skaters 
games, losing to Providence. in Saturday night's game and 
College 7-2 on Friday night and scored 7 of their 9·goais in the 
Boston College 9-0 on Saturday first period. In the second 
night. period, Ithaca was able to play a 
Friday night the Providence strong defensive game and pre- · 
team jumped out to an early two v!nted the Boston team from 
goal lead. Ithaca fought back, scoring. This tough defensive 
though, with a goal by Darlene ' game continued into the third 
"Beaner" Curtis, assisted by · period, when Boston was able to 
Cathie De X oe and Ginny Craw- score two more goals to make the 
ford to make the score 2-1 at the final score 9-0. Again, Ithaca's 
. . end of the first period. In the goalies turned in great efforts in 
· second periodJ>rovidence added the net. Jackie Isgur turned in 
13 more goals while Ithaca's only another fine performance while 
.additional goal ,came when Joan she accum!_Jlated 56 saves and 
· -Ferris scored assisted by Mary Lori Mike added four more 
·photo by Bruce Morosobk Beth Scavullo. The third period saves. 
TheLlVER: 
·TAVERN 
Rest Drinl,s An.vwhere· 
Great .Steaks & Seafood 
· W arm,Friendly ·1,,mosphere 
Sing_-a-tonp Fridriv&8uturd.ay 9:,'>(I Ope~ 
2027 SLATERVILLE<RD. ,J'ues~Sat 
· 5-1: 
sa~rProvidence complete -their This weekend, the I.C. Ice 
victory by scoring two more H~key Club for Women hosts 
go/tls to make the final score 7-2. Cortland State-on Friday-night at 
Ithaca's two goalies combined 10:15 pm at Lynah Rink. 
Tri:Via~Qillz 
BY Georee· Goodman 
QUESTION ONE: When Mike 
·. Tyson, St. Louis Cardinals' sec-
ond baseman, signed a three 
year contract with the Cards last 
week, he became the fourth 
player iri the history of that 
franchise to sign a pact that long. 
Name the other three players. 
with the Bruins. Name the other 
team he played for two seasons. 
QUESTION SIX: - Two -weeks 
ago, golfer Tom Watson. won the 
Bing Grosby National Pro-Am, 
with a strong 273 to set a record 
for the best score ever in this 
tournament. Whose record did 
QUESTION TWO: Rick Barry, · he bread? . 
presently' of -the· NBA's' Golden O· ,- '. ..,, • • • • , -; :- • _, •• 
St. Warriors, recently returned QUESTION SEVEN: Golfer. 
to .the Nassau Coliseum, home of Tom Watson won the Crosby _, 
the New York Nets, to mark his Tournaml!nt two weeks ago and 
first game there since he left the the Andy Williams Open this ~ 
Nets. He was in the Net's line-up past weekend_. He did not win a 
for the opening game at the tournament in 1976. What \','.as 
Coliseum back in February of the last. tournament he won in 
1972. ·The Nets won that game. 1975? 
Who did they beat? 
QUESTION EIGHT: On Monday 
• •El• •El• •1:1• U:H •El• U:H •El• • QUESTION THREE: What col- the Committee on Veterans ( a 
El El lege has the most alumni in the special committee that redis-
m -~. '
~Jfoll,. -~aa m National Bas~etball Association? covers deserving candidates) 
19@: ~~ . . . voted Amos Rusie, Joe Sewell, 
. QUESTION FOUR: Ken Stabler . and Al Lopez. into the Baseball 
EJ -' I • .a: quarterback of the Oakland - Hail of Fame. Rusie was traded 
I is' 'now oHering Sunday- !hrough Thursday evenings a I Raiders, won the s. Rai·Hickok from the Giants to Cutcinnati SUPP er Men U '' . award as the professional athlete back in. 1901. Who w~s _he tr~ded ·of tire year. He is only the-third for? (Hint: A famous pitcher) . quarterback to win this· award . .Clauri'.J.><m a ' I 'ail I .. ;r, Name the other two winners. QUESTION NINE: New York· 
· El (fin/on .YrJt1/i ,rpnlin/e ' <(r(/u,~/i.Jinme '/. 7,; 13 (Hint: The years were 1955 and Yankees' second baseman Willie · 
ffl 
'{<e/t,~i ,J/lat!e .'J/lnnouhul.e .7S · m.-: 1968) . Randolph'·stole, 37 bases last 
year. That representated the. 
'(r;~eme de .<fegume.J ,¥f"Jid.e l._:.!S QUESTION_FIVF,;: John Bucyk, highest total by a Yankee rookie / 
El llJca ~fl<J(.J de ,-1Joti i90,9 .11e leJ Jtx .IJ .(1( 1 • 1:1 of the Boston Bruins, is in his since 1910. Who had 41 stolen . 
I 
leo dou,y.e 8.(J(J I 22nd National Hockey League bases for the Yankees (known as 
season. He h~s s!)ent 20 of them the Highla~ders then) in 1910'! 
.C/'e.J (Jmle(le',;: .·;;::,;:,:,:;,,; ((mum) .J.(1(1 . ,4· .· ~_. l- Jl .·-T·.:1-. i,,,. .. 
'(r! l,ee.Je.J ,J .(1(1 ~ .-~ • "' 
a . ..y>~<Jtcnu;,ale (,>jom~(<J 1.~ ~<;a~/lc) .-1.2.5 -~ m - G- ··"_ · ". D._r_ . ~--m '(r{/,amfufll'W>-1.J (,,/{u.Jlzumm) .:l.:.!S ~.: ,.. "' .~ r'I 
· 1:11· .!fo w .. /,_j .. ';;::;;: :.:.:' . . m [·RtSTA.URANT] 
. • Ifie/ (,1lo11~y f/ .-1.iittlle~) ;/.()() I . . 
.<JJ,e-ri-alite :. ,Ytiulfle' ma ,-¥l~;,11_a9 eJ (lwu.i d.eurJ 8.()(/ C'hinese. American Food 
UleJ-lnl.>: ,<JrJ{(/Jfe' fl{I 'f,/i(um '(/w10 deux) 8.(1(). . 114 w. StateStreei . ., 
</'eJ , llou.W-J J.7.-; · i 
EJ ,..y>a.>fu'-".J ~.rir,. 1:1 --i'iiii~i~!!!'i!!~~;,~~iiP!~~~~iiie~l~!~~.~!~i• ~ W;.fi' ' . .o/he ~.Yi.mfa ~::mp Vi~:.::~\,,,, #I "";?P - .~Jlonu>: ,,,, ~.··.· • ·' ~ ChatPit " ~-· /4<.,; . 
I ,'!ileat1,j;;l;,i.J .!Jou,cenu 7.$() ., . L' Auberge: du Cochon Rouge . 'm···. .· ._ :R~staurant:_Fla1n_c_ai_~ ·_· -._. .·· .. __ .- . .,;~'. 
a · 1152 The Danby>Road lthac"a- '27_3'·316f · .. ·:· ·.·: -._: :,.:: 
m., .~ ~~le .. a~d.-~;.~-~·~_! ~_:~,~-th ~~ l!~~c~-,~-~!-~~-g!··.~-~~-~:!.~~: _ ·.·_. ·( 
• ,m+ •Ell==JEH IEIE5551EI•-:-:- -IS• , il:IE:55:;EE!Ei .· 
· restaurant, 
. . . 
. steaks-·.&. __ ch9P$. · 
. ~ ' . . ' . . .~ ': 
. --.. .. . . 
I 
.H Cagers In.Lead 
t;ont. from pa,ge 8 
again, produced by solid team 
efforts. Coach Lehnus has been 
able to blend experience with 
youth to form several winning 
combinations. He shuffles play-
ers in and out of the lineup__'!ith 
regularity, depending on the 
situation. When defense is 
needed, he inserts Mike Miel-
nicki, Dave Pitzer, and Steve 
Potolsky into the game: for some 
quick offense, Herb Richmond 
and Jim Nolan. He also rotates 
Dave Wood and freshman Dan 
Harris at point gaurd. This 
combination of depth and Joe 
Casey's torrid shooting have put 
the Bombers ahead of the pack 
with half the season to go. 
Forwards Richmond.Potolsky, 
Mielnicki, Jim Duell, and leading 
scorer, Casey combined for 69 af 
the Bombers 80 points, while 
Pitzer, Wood, Nolan and Harris 
took turns feeding their fore-
court and controlling the tempo 
in the game at RPI. The team's 
precision passing and clockwork 
movement were the real factors 
in this victory. 
the Hobart game started with 
Duell and Casey connecting for 
an early lead. Casey really 
-'iPfJOrJ/UiJ_ 
ANSWER ONE: Slan M\lsiaI, Al 
Hrabosky, Ted Simmons 
ANSWER TWO: Pittsburgh 
Condors 
ANSWER THREE: _ University 
of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA) with 13 
ANSWER FOUR: Otto Graham 
in 1955 and Joe Namath in 1968 
ANSWER FIVE: Detroit Red 
Wings 
ANSWER SIX: Billy Casper 
ANSWER SEVEN: The British 
Open 
ANSWER EIGHT: Christy 
Mathewson 
ANSWER NINE: Bert Daniels 
turned in on midway through the 
half, tossing in buckets from 
underneath and popping from 
outside as well. He was the only 
one however, as none of his 
teammates were able to find the 
range. Both teams played 
agressive defense, causing turn-
overs and mistakes. Casey was 
involved with Hobart's Jim Silv-
- er in a personal shootout. Silveri 
was virtually unstoppable, con-
necting on his first eight at-
tempts (all from long range), 
while Casey kept the Bombers 
close. The half ended with 
Hobart ahead 35-34, - and a 
nervous crowd pondering the 
thought of a possible upset in the 
making. 
Those thoughts were erased 
from everyone's mind after six 
minutes had gone by in the 
second session. During that 
span, the Bombers went on an 
exciting ld9-6 tear capped off by 
Richmond's awesome breakway 
slam dunk which brought the 
crowd to its feet and a thorn in 
the Statesmen attack. The game 
was still far from over, as Hobart 
_came back slowly. The Bomber 
lead, which was 15 at its peak, 
was dwindled down to a paltry 
two points with 20 seconds 
remaining. 'Hobart's final shot 
went awry, and Casey pulled 
down the rebound to secure the 
victory. Casey had his finest 
game of the season, netting 27 
points and hauling in 11 re-_ 
bounds. Potolsky and Harris 
also put in their best perfor-
mances thus far. Potolsky hit for 
10 _ points while grabbing 11 
carroms. Harris, tossed in 6 
markers and ran the offense with 
a newly instilled confidence. 
This victory wa,; a satisfying one, 
but the Bombers cannot l'.ely on 
their laurels against St. Law-
rence, only their ability to play 
team-oriented basketball which 
they have been dQing so well. 
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Women Hoopsters In Tourney 
Ithaca College is one of four 31 in the New York Metro area Thursday before entering the 
upstate New Y9rk women's semi-finals. quarterfinals of the tournament 
baskeball teams participating in Queens advanced to the semi- Sunday. 
the Manufacturers Hanover In- finals with a 63-60 win over 
vitational tournament this week- Brooklyn College at Queens on 
end in Rochester. St._ John Jan. 19 Brooklyn had earlier 
Fisher College will host the edged Mercy 72-66 in a prelim-
upstate quarterfinals Sunday. inary round at St. John's Uni-
The Ithacans will meet St. versity, Dec. 30. St. John's 
John Fisher at 4 p.m. Sunday University romped to a 74-27 win 
following a matchup between over Iona in the quarterfinal 
Cortland and Syracuse at 2 p.m. doubleheader at Queens on Jan. 
Wimmers of Sunday's quarter- 19. 
final games advance to the Ithaca College opened the 
semi-finals of the tournament to season with wins over St. 
be held at Cortland on Sunday, Lawrence 65-32 and Buffalo 
Feb. 6 at 2p.m. 72-51. The Bombers were 
A championship game match- scheduled to play at Oneonta, 
Guard Dee Dee Mayes paced 
Ithaca to its two opening wins 
with 31 points in the two games. 
She had 20 points to spark a 
second half comeback against :;;t, 
Lawrence that wiped out an 
early 15 point lead held by the 
Saints. Othl'r top returning 
veterans for Ithaca are forwards 
Sue Schneider and Lisa Boyer, 
· who are hoth double figure 
scorers. 
The Bombers are coachl·d by 
Mary Connolly. 
ing finalists from upstate New 
York and the New York Metro-
politan are· will be held a Iona 
College at 2 p.m. on Sunday. 
THURSDAY• MANZANITA 
NO CHARGE• 
The Manufacturers Hanover 
Invitational is the first tourna-
ment of its kind to be sponsored 
by a major company. The event-
ual finalists will play for the 
championship with $3,000 in 
grants at stake. 
Five New York City teams 
entered in the tournament have 
already started play. Queens will 
host St. John's pn Monday, Jan. 
FREE ENTERTAINMENT 
FRIDAY· QUINT ASIA ·ft~g~ 
SATURDA ·BUTCH s ENE 
DISClJlm--CK & 
01sco· 1.3 FRifflT PLEASURE 
NITE COURT 215 N. Aurora St. 
COLLEGETOWN -ITHACA OPEN7 DAYS 
SUN-THURS 7AM•2AM FRI & SAT 24 HOURS 
1STANNUAL 
BUFFET DINNER DANCE 
SPONSORED BY la SAB a· SENIOR CLASS 
-TH~RS. -FEBm 10, ~977 AT NITE COURT 
HOT&COLD BUFFET MUSIC av·cocA ~AFE 
DOOR PRIZES 
ENTIRE,I.C. COMMUNITY INVITED· 
• '."- • -- •• /.'_.: .--~· ....... , l• •,{·..!_ f:::, - • -~'I ••• . .. .. ~ . ~ . "· ,,,,,. 
·, 
., . ' 
, . ' 
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Good Tunes, Top Shop And Jumbo Munchies Hl:PERTOlt-(t:. PROGRA 
- ALL SEATS// 
$-1 25 /SUI\! '', • / THRU 
WED 
TWO 
HITS 
EVE 
-!i.. .;, :~.,..-· ;~~ -~-- " Nothin,l J,,,., 1h~n HOW 
··:.,__· ~l.! --.c.'., • 1h,• mo,t t.•xh1IMJlln1, I 
.,,.~ .J I' 1•ntt.•r1.unm,•n1 nf 1he AT 
-.e,_ .,,,-t-::-_J -~~ l:lm "''" lo d,u,•" • l()j 
~! ,., .. '"1&1 
T~SEV~~ER:CENT1SOLUTION ~ 
Cl N EMA 
nr,HAMME• SHOPPING C:ENTEI 
257-168! 
NOW THRU 
TUESDAY 
~J\Y~ (?,.~ 
JUS1 WA1f I'll 
FIF AT THE -
icr. :-,tAR 11th 
By Jay Snider 
Now that some of the contro-
versy surrounding the ·Pyramid 
Mall has eased, it is a good time 
to see what all the fuss was 
about. 
The mall is anchored by two 
relatively well known, cheap 
diine stores. J.C. Penny's and 
Montgomery Ward's are similar, 
offering everything from auto-
motive maintenance and supply 
departments to panty hose. 
These stores have some good, 
name brand artictes at low prices 
but they are not intended for the 
person who has his mind set on a 
precise good. These people 
desire a shop that specializes in 
what they want, and every 
cu·stomer wants accurate inform-
ation from an 'expert'. There are 
plenty of stores for them. 
The Top Shop has little value 
to some, but it offers a uniquely 
enjoyable product to others. 
T-shirts are a symbol of some-
thing special; one-of-a-kind con-
versation topics (if nothing else). 
They're fun too! 
Just Fun. The best g·ame 
room in the city is located in the 
Cafe Square area of the mall.• 
Electronic gadgetry at its best, 
attractive to almost anyone. 
New, fast pinball machines, air 
hockey, tan'ks, race cars, gun-
fighters - you name it, it's there! 
Nick rocco manages it and he's a 
fine man. 
If you prefer toys that you 
can take home, for young and old 
children (like you younger broth-
er or your father), check out 
Kay-Bee Toys. They even carry 
knock hockey, the predecessor of 
air hockey. You may even find 
something for yourself. 
Charms Boutique is managed 
by Chris Gaeta. in an intimate 
fashion. They carry some 
sharp-looking clothes as well as 
sundry knick-knacks of interest. 
and head paraphenalia, with the 
best roa:chclip selection in town. 
House of Shalimar may dispute 
that claim, but they win hands 
down in the bong department. 
Shalimar has always topped the 
bong market around here in 
creativity and selection, and the 
tradition continues at Pyramid. 
If you choose to pass up 
items of dubious uses, you may 
be interested in some good 
tunes, available in plenty at 
Record Town. Whether in the 
mood for electrifying rock, mel-
low jazz, or moving classical, you 
always feel at home. They have 
a good selection of cheapies .and 
their specials, such Best of the 
Doobies, can be acquired for as 
low as $3, so check it out. 
Radio Shack satisfies those 
who are more interested in the 
technical aspects of electronic 
stereo components. It's your 
typical Radio Shack, so nothing 
special there. For the musician, 
Allied Piano and Organ supplies 
keyboard players with their most 
sensual delights. If you get· off 
on that sort of thing be sure to 
stop in and personaily test the 
latest in keyboard instruments. 
Some people do their best 
thinking in the john and others 
spend hours preparing them-
selves in the bathroom. If you fit 
into this category yo:.i will 
certainly enjoy Bathique. Ev-
eryone has use for the bathroom 
so anyone can find something 
appealing here. 
There are those folks who 
prefer tobacco in their pipes and 
for them the mall provides Briar 
Route with multitudes of com-
inon and rare blends. They carry 
an excellent selection of pipes, 
with even some waterpipes -
thrown in .to entice the non-to-
bacconist. 
._ ____________ .. In the back they sell waterbeds 
Paperback Booksmith is one 
of the best bookstores around. 
Most everyone loves to browse 
and they are ~'dedicated to the 
fine art of browsing." UNUSUAL GIFTS 
·the iron shop 
Spencer Gifts is also a fine 
place to browse because they 
have so much assorted merchan-
dise that you must weed it out. 
ScQtt Trinkle, an I.C. student,. the commons 
~~~ ~(J)~(t~~~ 
O~~ OO@cta!~t'f ctflQJGJ 
SPONSORS A 
ca~ct~ GJ[LA~iJ (!)UJ(ll©w,J 
MON FEB 71 · 
3:00 P·aMm,CJ1:00 A.M. 
(ANYONE THAT WEARS AN I.Ca HiAV 
WILL GET 1 FREE BEER 
BEFORE 9:00·P.M.) 
COME SHOOT SOME BREWS 
AND 
SUPPORT THE HOCKEY· CLUB 
( 
will show you around but don't 
let him talk you into buying the 
nipple warmers. Unless you 
have an open-minded girlfriend, 
you may end up with an 
open-handed slap (upside your 
head). . 
There are many clothing 
stores in the mall of which Pants' 
nthings (unisex), and Casual 
Comer (women's) stand out as 
shelving the best clothes at the 
best prices. Walter Dyer is 
Leather sells the best choice of 
leather wares in Ithaca. They 
have ·hats, moccasins, and vests 
(to name a few) and you'll find 
the atmosphere very friendly. 
Unfortunately, their merchan-
dise is not locally made so don't 
count on them for repairs. 
Anerson Little (men), County 
Seat (Levis), Foxmoor (women), 
Vaughn's Men and Boys, and 
English Harbour (special), round 
out the clothing stores. Thom 
Mcann's highlights the shoe 
stores, followed by Kinney's and 
Endicott Johnson's to provide a 
thorough selection. 
Before we move on to the 
post-wacky tobaccy stage, Jet's 
see what else is in store. Before 
and After sells baby clothes, hut 
if . you're careful before, you 
won't need anything after. 
Carey Luggage sells the latest 
and the greatest, if you're 
planning on dropping out and 
t1ying away somewhere. CVS 
Drugs sells name brand items at 
decent prices, so if you happen to 
be at the mall do you drug 
shopping there. The Key Kase 
will duplicate keys alot cheaper 
than your head resident (but 
please keep it clean so that I'm 
not implicated). Mr. Panosian's 
Sleep sells sofas, couches, chairs 
and beds but can't compete with 
Challenge Industries quality or 
prices. Pampered Pets hAS 
ALMOST NO PETS (but Jots of 
supplies); So Fro Fabrics is not 
exactly meant for the typical 
student; VIP Yarn is interested 
.to· the craftsman; Tracy's Hall-
mark would be good to investi-
gate for Valentine's Day; Sterl-
ing Optical has some wild frames 
(although somewhat less flam-
boyant than the type Elton 
wears); and Regis Corporation is 
rated by yours truly as one place 
in town to never get a haircut! 
O.K. Cadets, this brings us to 
the munch-out route, otherwise 
SOUTHWEST 
IMPORTS 
American Indian 
Arts and Crafts 
-Authentic 
Indian Jewelry 
Dewitt Mall . 
277-4916 
known as Cafe Square. General 
Nutrition Center has all sorts of 
far-out food for health food 
junkies. (Unfortunately I don't 
know-what half of it is). Yogurt 
Plus represents the latest fad in 
short order food, but its frozen 
yogurt is also 100 ·percent 
natural,. so have no fear. Lovely 
manager, Pam kazaks, recom-
mends chocolate for those who 
cringe at the sound of yogurt -
you'd never know it wasn't ice 
cream. Hickory Fanns sells 
gourmet food at affordable -
prices. Students will find that 
some of their soups beat Lipton's 
by a country mile; and if you 
don't trust me, they're generous 
with samples. 
Those of you with the 
extreme disease called sweet 
tooth will freak-out over Fanny 
Farmer for its ever-so-jumbo 
candy, or Country Baker and 
Tiffany Bakery with their assort-
ments of pastri.:s and bread. 
Carousel and Orange Julius sell 
hot dogs, highlighted by the 
orange julius - a refreshing 
drink. Arby's is Arby's; Friend-
ly Panda's Chinese Food is a 
totally greasy mess, but it is a 
totally delicious greasy mess so I 
eat there anyway. Mannino 
Pizza sells some of the best 
Sicilian pizza around, always a 
sure cure for bad news munchies. 
Snack Shack sells your typical 
burgers and all, and is fairly 
economical. Subway counters 
with excellent subs while Friend-
ly's counters with nearly every-
thing (as you've all probably 
experienced). Have a 'beer at 
Beaujolais' Pub and then grab a 
tasty Bavarian pretzel. 
Beaujolais and Dimitri's pro-
vide the class of Cafe Square. 
The food is superb and the· prices 
moderate. Each has a bar to wet 
your whistle and they overlook 
the square in a toned down 
atmosphere. .If _you're in - the 
money you can dine at either of 
these restaurants and then enjoy 
any one of the four cinemas 
located right downstairs. 
As you can,see, there is quite 
a choice of stores in the Pyramid 
Mall, and while some may not 
seem useful to you,. they always 
provide for an interesting dis-
play. Buying and brow•;ing are 
equally fun, and the diverse 
cross-section of food is more than 
appetizing. Don't be bashful - Go 
For It! 
AC I D LOIA F S RE p s 
ro NE EINILIA I ID - A 
HOT M" 'lTIAIO VEST SPOONS MEMENTO
T I E IR S L E T 
, 'llltr1'rlm J..QES ACANA J:,!~r£'. &.!:~ DECODIES I.I.;_ 
..I&;\ .!. ~!Tl s T EW A S S E N T D R O P PIE ~ 2, · 
' S E A 5 EIP I A 
CHASSIS ETCHER 
H O V E L I C E N T I A T E 
up ON E LIAIT E N I NE 
Ml NE D OIT EID GR AD 
-PURITY ICE. CREAM 
Uthaca's 
@Ddesft !Homemade Bee Crr@CQJmo 
Since 1936 
"We use only fresh cream· 
and natural fruits and flavors" 
Soda fountain & takeout serrvoce 
and ·try ·Purity· ice cream at Lick-It, 
located in. the West Tower 
On -Rte. 13 (Meadow_ St.)' 
5 .bloc.ks no.rth of State· St. 
--... .. 
~ ·:. ! . ·~ cla.5oifled 
Last Thurs. Jan. 27, I was eating 
dinner in the Towers -and either 
by mistake. or on purpose the 
dark blue Pea Coat which I left 
outside w~ taken .. It· has Bright 
. , , red lining ~~ a B. Altmans tag, 
If anyone klibws of its where· 
abouts I would appreciate if you 
would call X585 - Bill 
\ 
t... 
lforoale ·~1 
'----"'-------"'--' 
FOR SALE: Phase Linear 4v0 
amp. 200 plus watts per channel 
RMS per channel, This amp is 
virtually brand new! $425 or 
best offer. 272-6519. 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in 
Enfield with seven acres attach-
ed. 12 miles from school Lease 
and rent are negotiable.House 
includes built in barf272-65J ·9, 
FOR SALE: · 8-track car stereo 
with 2 53/, "Jenson Speakers. AD 
are brand new. 
includes 3 tapes and a case · 
272-6519. 
Used ski equipment: Pants, 
jacket, 170 cm Fischer ski's, 
Solomon bindings [202 front, 4,04 
back), Nordica boots and poles. 
Good for first and second year 
skiers. Best offer. Barb 
273-8456. 
For sale: .12-string Sekova 
guitar. Excellent condi~on. 
Sl25. Rich, mellow sound. Must 1 
sell. Call 273-6701. Ask for Elli. 
BUY A NEW TOYOTA ... 
yv'E BUY YOU A GIFT. 
A gift worth $100 or more 
from our collection Come 
1n today and check out our 
full line. 1nclud1ng the 
Cellca GT L1ftback See 
what makes it driving fun. 
And let us tell you about 
Toyota·s exciting gift 
program· Come celebrate 
with us! 
rovOTA 
.._CDDHE_:· 
. . 
Triphammer at Rt. 13 
257 - 1515 - ·. 
. :>-.: 
Mon. - Thurs. 8 til 9 P.M. 
Fi_:i. &$at. 8.till 5:30 P.M. 
For sale: Bart KniJthts skis. 205 
cm. Ramy bindings. Call 
257-5793. 
FOR SALE: AM/FM Stereo 
cassette in dash. Locking 
FF/RW. '"$70. Contact Corey 
X751 or 273-9896. 
FOR·SALE: Cassettes - Ampex 
747-90 minutes only SI.SO each. 
Contact Corey X751 or 273-9896. 
To my Honey, 
I love you lots! Love Always and 
all ways, Your Sweetie. 
To F JB: If it feels good, DO IT!! 
Love, Who else?!! 
Tom, Gio -
Get Me Names. 
The Pres. 
Marcie -
Take care of the leg. 
RMT 
Skiis out of shape? 
We sharpen, file, hot wax and 
lubricate, full job only $7 .00-
Call Rob or Scott at X681 or 
273-6741. 
'l'oo much partying? 
Is your carpet dirty? 
We'll clean i"t-- Call Rob or Rick at 
X681 or 273-9774. 
handsome reward • its his only 
coat. 
JIITERBUG QUEEN: 
Put OIi .your dancing shoes and . 
come dance all night with me. 
Your Fred Astair 
NEED A HAIRCUT? 
We'U cut and restyle your hair 
for less money. We can also 
supply references if you're scis-
sors shy. Call us and make an 
appointment. 
Connie & Marcie 
272-9030 
TRIPS TO BERMUDA F08 
SPRING BREAK also to Ft. 
Lauderd~e and San Juan, Puer-
to Rico. deadline Feb. 12 If 
interested: call Jackie Daniels 
x522 and 272-9777. 
S · don't eat that cuz you'll get 
fat. Better to be a social 
butterfly than a musical bat. 
Only kidding. 
To Mike and Eve, 
Love you 
D&R 
Who manages the Ohio State 
Football Team?!! [Do we?) The 
Third of a Trio. 
1'0 all politics groupies · 
The vandals took the handle. 
MLB 
TODAY'S CIOSSWDBD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
puzzle 
answers 
ACROSS 
1 Lab. 
chemical 
5 Dawdles 
10 Agts: 
14 Geometric 
~ solid 
15 Chou -----: 
Chinese 
VIP 
16 Prin c1ple 
17 Condiment: 
2 words 
44 Fret: 
Informal 
45 Give in 
47 Medicine 
applicators 
50Red ·--
51 Shade cl 
brown 
52 Plane·s 
landing 
gear 
56 Kind of 
_ artist 
60 Lifted with 19 Sleeveless effort 
~garment , 6 1 College 
on 
page, 10 
' 
20 r1sherman s degree 
accessories holder 
7 State: Abbr CGnsumer 
8 Produce 33 Eiects with 
21 Keepsake 64 Once ____ a 23 Theater time 
crops contempt 
9 Gr1d1ron 36 Regard with 
sealing 65"Fill with markii;ig esteem 
10 Metal pins 39 Eats groups 'd 26 Grant pri e 11 Biblical 40 Involved 
permission 
· 27 Can. 
defense 
hne 
30 Essential 
points 
, 34 Roman dale 
35 W. Indian 
tree 
37 Fuzzy textile 
surface 
38 Highest-. 
· note 
39 Translates 
from 
ciphers 
41 Mineral 
suffix 
.. 42 Threefold. 
Prefix 
43 Within: 
Prefix 
66 Expos. e.g. 
67 Pronoun 
68 Expressed 
excessive 
love. 
69 Reunion 
attendee 
place 44 System of 
12 Nuisance intervals 
13 Eisaku ----. 46 Jewish 
Japanese · ascetic 
premier 48 Cleared 
181ndividual 49Wm.---- Br 
group statesman 
DOWN 22 Flat-topped 52 Kind of 
1 German hills salmon 
interiections 24 Respnnd to 53 N American 
2 Farmers· stimuli Indian 
group: 25 Can._ 54Bath'sr1ver 
Informal reroine and 55 Agricultural 
3 Again sh 27 M~~~~lan- building 4 Lowers in k 57 Narrow 
rank gelo wor 
5 Smaller in 28 Runs out of 
amount - gear 
6 Where 29 Approaches 
Ottawa is· 31 Cause to 
Abbr adhere 
32 Food 
margin 
58 S1c1ly sight 
59 Grass stalk 
62 Jazz devotee 
63 M1d1 season 
2 J ' 5-6 78'] 12 13 
1-4 
IJ 
20 
_, 
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Bullethn 
Board 
The Rotary Foundation Educational A wards for 
International Understanding offer undergraduate 
scholarships (for juniors and seniors) and graduate 
fellowships for an academic year abroad. The 
stipend covers travel, fees, books. room and board 
and incidental living costs. Application deadline is 
March 15; further information is available from 
Rot.,ry Foundation ·of Rotary International, 1600 
Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60201. 
Public Citizen (Ralph Nader) has approximately 
twenty paid and unpaid summer internships 
(usually 10 weeks). The application deadline is 
March. Interested students may submit a resume 
to Florence Dembling, Personnel Offire, Public 
Citizen, 2000 P Street. N.W.,Washington, DC 
20036. 
·The Politics Department of Ithaca College would 
like to invite all interested people to the first 
lecture in the Marxist-Feminist Spring Series, now 
in its third year. Amy Bridges will speak on 
"Women in Monopoly Capitalism and the Structure 
of Consumption," on February 2, 1977 (Wednes-
day) in 'Textor 103, at 8:00 p.m. Ms. Bridges has 
published several articles dealing with women and 
the economy particularly concerning their consum-
er role. She pre~ently is on the editorial board of 
Politics and Society and is finishing her doctoral 
work at the University of Chicago. The lecture is 
open to the college communities and the public. We 
hope you will attend. 
Barbara Harbach, organist, will appear as guest 
recitalist at Ithaca College Friday evening, Feb. 4. 
The public is invited to attend the free public 
concert at 8:15 p.m. in. Walter Ford Hall. 
The major work on her program is the Organ 
Symphony No. 6 in G minor, Op. 42 by 
Charles-Marie Widor. Ms. Harbach will play two 
preludes and fugues: F-sharp minor by Buxtehude 
and G Major, BWV 541 by Bach. Also to be heard 
are "Or.gelsonate" (Trio), Op. 18/2 by Distler and 
"Dieu parmi nous" by Messiaen. 
On April 22, 1977 Wells College is hosting a 
one-day program entitled "Career Workshops ,for 
Women in Science." Ithaca College has been invited 
to select · 15 women students to attend this 
conference. The workshops are deseigned to help 
freshmen and sophomores who are undecided about 
academic and career goals in the science3. Any 
freshmen or sophomore women who are consider-
ing. or have declared, a major in bjology, 
psychology, chemistry. phy~ics, . mathematics, 
economics, political science or sociology, who would 
like to attend this conference, should submit their 
names to Dr. Linda Jones, Psychology·. Depart-
ment, Muller 109. The final selectioxr '.Of the 15 
students will be made by a committee<of faculty 
members from the above named discipliti'es. 
.. ·.~\ 
..... , 
... 
The Jewish Welfare Board Scholafships are 
availablJ) to juniors and seniors in Hei1Ith and 
Pliysical Education and in Social Work;.fo graduate 
students in Social Work, Cultural Ar,ts. Adult 
Education,-Early Childhood Education·and"degr<>es 
offered by Schools of Jewish Communal .Service. 
The application deadline is Marcli 1. For further 
{nformation write: Jewish Welfare Board, 15 E. 
26th Street. New York, NY 10010. 
Owing to the -closing of schools, mandated hy 
Governor Carey, the concert of the West Point 
Cadet Glee Club, scheduled for Saturday. FPbruary 
5, at Kuly Auditorium of Ithaca High Srhool, has 
been cancellEid. 
Ticket refun.ds may be obtained from tho;,l' from 
.whom tickets were purchased. 
The EPA Air Pollution Fellowships are awarded 
to students (Bachelor's degree, U.S .. citizen) .who 
contemplate a non-federal government agency 
career· working in a discipline and in a-. job 
. supportive· of air pollution abatement efforts. 
Stipend covers tuition,--fees, · book allowancQ i.ind 
. $8,000-$6,500' per y~ar. ·:·Deadline is March 1., 
Interested students- may contact Grants Infor-
mation Brf!,Dch_, P.M. 216, Environmental Protec-
tion.Agency, Washington, DC 20460. . 
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SIGNUPlNTHEUNlON -
- LOB-BY FO·RYOUR.SENIOR· - . 
PICTURES FOR THE 19.78·- . ~ . 
· CAYUGAN YEARBOOKr ·. . - ·· · 
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-
TIMES ARE: 
TUESDAY . FEBRUARY-8 lOarti-~pm---
WEDNE_SDAY. FEBRU.AijY .9 l.Oato--4pm ·. 
r THURSDAY FEBRUARY 10 10am~4pm 
. . FRIDAY · FEB.RUARY· 1110am-4pm·. 
. - __ , . 
·. . •, . -- - . . . - ' .. . . PORTRAITS WLLL .BE· BY ·_ · . . .... ·. --- ·. -. · -. 
:PHOTOGRAPHERS ·oF ROCHESTE.R 
. , 
.. . ~ 
A PHOTOGRAPHER .-- · • _ .. _ ,· 
· · WILL BE ON CAMPUS . --IIIJ 
· _ FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11th\ -· /'w ·~ ·, . 
AT 7:00 111 AT THE - · -~----=--,-·- ..... - · 
. · CAYUGf N OFFICE TO . . 1 .. · · -· 
. . . ' f 
· DISCUSS THE WAY YOU - -·_ ,I 1 .·. - · • 
WANT YOUR PHOTOS TAK N.· ·. \ . -----._. · · 
. . ···:.- . 
. . . ' 
-· 
' - -
. . . . . 
AlLJUNIORSAREfNVlTED · ·· ·._ · . 
· · TO THE.DISCUSSION. - : .. · . • 
_,.. - - . ' : ' ' . . . -~' - . ' - . ' . . . . . . ·. . - ! 
t .• • • 
· .· SITTING FEE"IS ONLY $§QO~ · . • · ~··_ ·-. · ... 
·_-! . $300 OF WHISffCAN·BE'APPl'.:IED -· · •. 
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